
Command Deployability Coordinator’s Role and Responsibilities. 
 

All commands will do the following:  

 

a. Designate, in writing, a Deployability coordinator to track and monitor personnel assigned 

TLD, and maintain close liaison with Deployability coordinators at PERSUPP DET and the 

MTF. Personnel currently on TLD shall not be assigned as Deployability coordinators.  

 

b. Comply with all requirements regarding the management of LIMDU personnel outlined in this 

manual, reference (c), and all associated relevant instructions.  

 

c. Ensure LIMDU personnel physically report to the PERSUPP DET, or their personnel 

office/PASS liaison representative if the servicing PERSUPP DET is located outside the 

geographical area.  

 

d. For personnel under orders who are subsequently placed on LIMDU, submit naval messages 

to Assignment Control Authority (ACA) (Info COMNAVPERSCOM (PERS-4821)) requesting 

order cancellation.  

 

e. Ensure LIMDU personnel report for all scheduled appointments and remain available for all 

follow-up care. LIMDU personnel will not be reassigned TAD outside the geographic area of the 

primary care provider. Coordinate the scheduling of appointments with LIMDU personnel and 

cognizant MTF per MILPERSMAN 1306-1206. Providers can return members from a TLD 

status at any time during a period of TLD. Ensure regular leave (other than emergency leave) 

does not conflict with any scheduled medical appointments.  

 

f. Notify PERSUPP DET within 24 hours of any change in a member's TLD status.  

 

g. Ensure a case file is created and maintained for each member on TLD. The case file will 

contain:  

 

 

-4821) message recommending to forward case to the PEB, or 

approving/denying additional TLD  

Copy of NAVPERS 1070/613 (Rev. 10-81), Administrative Remarks  

 

 

h. At the commencement of a LIMDU period, the member will be counseled on the 

responsibility to report to all scheduled appointments and that failure to report to scheduled 

appointments may constitute a violation of UCMJ, article 86 (failure to go to appointed place of 

duty) and article 92 (failure to obey a lawful order), and that immediate disciplinary action may 

be warranted. This counseling will be annotated by a NAVPERS 1070/613 entry. Exhibit 1 

refers.  

 



i. Investigate instances where members fail to report for scheduled appointments and initiate 

disciplinary action where appropriate.  

 

j. Ensure completion of assignment screening within 15 days for LIMDU personnel able to RTD 

who were ordered in as ACC 105, or were placed on LIMDU while serving on shore duty and 

are within 9 months of their PRD. Forward completed assignment screening to PERSUPP DET 

within 24 hours of completion.  

 

k. Submit naval message to NAVPERSCOM (PERS-40BB), Bureau of Medicine and Surgery 

(BUMED) (M3F/M3M), and the ACA (Info COMNAVPERSCOM (PERS-4821); PERSUPP 

DET; and Enlisted Placement Management Center Detachment, Transient Monitoring Unit 

(EPMAC DET TMU)) for all personnel who were able to RTD during the assignment screening, 

but are assignment limited per MILPERSMAN 1300-801. This assignment limited message 

(MILPERSMAN 1300-801, Exhibit 1) must be submitted no later than 15 days after the 

assignment screening. No message is required for personnel who are able to RTD during the 

assignment screening and are WWA.  

 

l. For geographically separated units, contact should be via teleconference or video 

teleconference if physical travel to LIMDU coordinators meetings is not feasible.  

 

m. Submit assignment limited tracer message, if results are not received from NAVPERSCOM 

(PERS-40BB) within 30 days from the date of the original message. MILPERSMAN 1306-1208, 

Exhibit 3 refers.  

 


